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    A1  Earl's World  4:23  A2  Peace With Myself  9:37  A3  Right Now  5:47  B1  Household Of
Saud  6:06  B2  Lil's Paradise  7:05  B3  Paper Man  6:11    Charles Tolliver – trumpet  Gary
Bartz – alto saxophone  Herbie Hancock - piano  Ron Carter - bass  Joe Chambers – drums    

 

  

Trumpeter Charles Tolliver is one of those musicians that frequently gets overlooked by writers
and listeners. I think of Tolliver's trumpet playing as smack dab in the middle of Freddie
Hubbard and Woody Shaw; he has wonderful vocabulary in his playing, and a lot of
passion(Hubbard), but also a very clean articulation and technique, and also logic in his
solos(Shaw). Above all, he is a very musical player, and at times, I liken him to saxophonist
Wayne Shorter, who improvises like a composer. And Tolliver is a prolific composer. He is also
a pioneer in the music business, if you consider that he and Stanley Cowell were some of the
first jazz artists to start their own label in the 70's(Strata East).

  

Whenever people ask me my top 10 favorite jazz albums, Charles Tolliver's Paper Man is
always on that list. I first heard it when I was in college, and I'm still not tired of it. It's one of
those magical lineups that is in some ways expected, but in this case, produced something
extraordinary. Charles Tolliver is well featured and well recorded on trumpet, and all the
compositions are from his pen. The one and only Herbie Hancock plays a piano which, for my
ears, sounds almost like an upright at times, and perhaps not a well maintained one. Whatever
the case, it's relevant for no more than a split second, because Hancock's playing seems extra
inspired throughout the session. The great Ron Carter plays some rhythmic and harmonic ideas
that are downright shocking. And the amazing Joe Chambers adds a superbly sensitive
rhythmic foundation with his supple drumming. My former employer Gary Bartz appears on
three tracks and is in great form as usual. --- jazztruth.blogspot.com
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